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KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN REGIONAL OFFICE BHOPAL 

SESSION ENDING EXAMINATION, 2020-2021 

SUBJECT: INFORMATICS PRACTICES (065) 

CLASS: XI 

Marking Scheme 
MAXIMUM MARKS: 70          TIME: 3:00 HRS. 

PART A 

SECTION I 
Attempt any 15 questions from 21 questions 

1 What is the smallest unit of memory? 
(a) bit  (b)  byte     (c) Nibble    (d)  KB   

1 

Ans: (a) bit  

2 Use of transistors started in ...................... 
(a) First Generation 
(b) Second Generation 
(c) Third Generation 
(d) Fourth Generation 

1 

Ans:  (b) Second Generation  

3 CPU is combination of ................ 
(a) Input and CU 
(b) ALU and CU 
(c) Input and Output 
(d) ALU and Input 

1 

Ans: ALU and CU  

4 What is the correct order? 
(a) Bytes>KB>MB>TB 
(b) GB>MB>KB>Bytes 
(c) MB>Bytes>KB>Bit 
(d) KB>GB>Byts>MB 

 

1 

Ans: (b)  GB>MB>KB>Bytes  

SET 1 
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5 Washing Machine is example of   
(a) Single User OS 
(b) Multi User OS 
(c) Real Time OS 
(d) Embeded OS 

 

1 

Ans: (d) Embedded OS  

6 Which of the following is a secondary memory device : 
(a) Keyboard 
(b) Hard disk 
(c) ALU 
(d) All of the above 

 

1 

Ans: (b) Hard Disk  

7 …………….is known as father of computer. 1 

Ans.: Charles Babbage  

8 Does list in Python is mutable. (True/False) 1 

Ans: True  

9 Which of the following correct identifier name : 
(a) 123name 
(b) _simpleinterest 
(c) My name 
(d) 2312312 

 

1 

Ans: (b) _simpleinterest  

10 Suppose List1 is [2,4,6,8,10]. What is List1[-1]? 1 

Ans: 10  

11 In dictionary key and values are: 
(a) Mutable, mutable 
(b) immutable, mutable 
(c) Mutable, immutable 
(d) immutable, immutable 

1 

Ans: (b) immutable, mutable  

12 Which method is used to remove list elements? 1 

Ans: pop() / remove()  

13 Dictionary keys can be repeated. (True/False) 1 

Ans: False  

14 Which function is used to print all the keys of dictionary? 
(a) Values() 
(b) Keys() 
(c) Items() 
(d) None of these 

1 
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Ans: (b) keys()  

15 Which of the followings is DDL command : 
(a) insert 
(b) select 
(c) create 
(d) delete 

1 

Ans: (c) create  

16 What is missing in following query: 
Insert into employee ……….. (‘e01’, ‘Satya’, ‘Bombay’); 

1 

Ans: values  

17 A table may contain more than one primary keys. (True/False) 1 

Ans: False  

18 The column of a table that points to the primary is : 
(a) Primary Key 
(b) Foreign Key 
(c) Candidate Key 
(d) Alternate Key 

1 

Ans: (b) Foreign key  

19 MySQL is a ………… 
(a) RDBMS 
(b) DBMS 
(c) Database 
(d) Table 

1 

Ans: (a) RDBMS  

20 In Like % and _ are : 
(a) Clauses 
(b) Commands 
(c) Wild Cards 
(d) All of these 

1 

Ans: (c) Wild Cards  

21 Alphanumeric values are supported by which data type? 
(a) CHAR 
(b) DATE 
(c) VARCHAR 
(d) INTEGER 

 

1 

Ans: (c) VARCHAR  

 
SECTION II 

Both the case study based questions (22 & 23 ) are compulsory. Attempt any four sub parts from each 
question. Each sub question carries 1 mark .  
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22 Mrs. Vidya has created a list of marks of six students in her subject. List is as follows. Consider 
the following list and give answer of any four questions from (i) to (v). 
       L = [45, 99, 80, 60, 86, 91] 

 

(i) She wants to display marks in ascending order. Help her to write code to display marks in 
ascending order. 

1 

Ans:  print(L.sort())  

(ii) Which output is correct for following code: 
Print(L[2:6]) 

(a) [99,80,60,86,91] 
(b) [45,99,80,60,86,91] 
(c) [80,60,86,91] 
(d) None of these 

1 

Ans: (c) [80,60,86,91]  

(iii) She wants to delete 60 from list. What will be statement for this? 1 

Ans: L.remove(60)  

(iv) She wants to add a new element in list i.e. 100 at position 3. What is the correct statement for 
this? 

(a) L.append(3,100) 
(b) L.extend(3,100) 
(c) L.insert(3,100) 
(d) None of these 

1 

Ans: (c) L.insert(3,100)  

(v) What will output of following: 
print(L*3) 

1 

Ans: [45, 99, 80, 60, 86, 91,45, 99, 80, 60, 86, 91,45, 99, 80, 60, 86, 91]  

23 On the basis of table Travel as given below, answer any four questions out of (i) to (v). 
 

NO  NAME  TDATE  KM  CODE  NOP  

101  Janish Kin  2015–11–13  200  101  32  

103  Vedika Sahai  2016–04–21  100  103  45  

105  Tarun Ram  2016–03–23  350  102  42  

102  John Fen  2016–02–13  90  102  40  

107  Ahmed Khan  2015–01–10  75  104  2  

104  Raveena  2016–05–28  400 105  4  
 

 

(i) Write sql query to create above table Travel. (Take data types according to values in columns). 1 

Ans: create table Travel(NO int(3),Name char(15),TDATE date,KM int(3),CODE int(3),NOP int(2));  

 
 
(ii) 

 
 

NO NAME TDATE KM 

101 Janish Kin 2015–11–13 200 

105 Tarun Ram 2016–03–23 350  

Out of the following queries, which query will give the above output? 

 
 
1 
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(a) Select * from travel where km>200; 
(b) Select * from travel where km>=200; 
(c) Select no, name, tdate, km from travel where km>=200; 
(d) Select no, name, tdate, km from travel where km between 200 and 350; 

Ans: (d)  Select no, name, tdate, km from travel where km between 200 and 350;  

(iii) Neelima has given the following command to arrange the data in ascending order of date. 
Select * from travel where order by tdate; 
but she is not getting the desired result. Help her by choosing the correct command.  
Select * from travel  order by tdate; 

(a) Select * from travel in ascending order; 
(b) Select tdate from travel order by tdate; 

1 

Ans: (a)   Select * from travel order by tdate;  

(iv) Choose the correct command to display the name of the traveller whose travel date is after 
2015?  

(a) select name, tdate from travel where tdate > 2015;  
(b) select name, tdate from travel where tdate < ‘2015-12-31’;  
(c) select name, tdate from travel where tdate > ‘2015-12-31’;  
(d) select * from travel where tdate < ‘2015-12-31’;  

1 

Ans: (c)  select name, tdate from travel where tdate > ‘2015-12-31’;   

(v) Which query is correct to display following output: 
Janish Kin 
John Fen 
Ahmed Khan  

(a) Select * from Travel where name like ‘%n’; 
(b) Select name from Travel where name like ‘_n’; 
(c) Select name form Travel where name = ‘%n’;  
(d) Select name from Travel where name like ‘%n’; 

1 

Ans: (d)  Select name from Travel where name like ‘%n’;  

PART B 

 SECTION I  

24 What is Operating System? Write any one example of Operating System. 2 

Ans:  
 

Operating system is an interface between computer and user. 
Example: Winows, DOS, Linux etc. 
1 mark for correct definition and 1 mark for correct example 

 

25 What will be output of following code: 
x = “I love India” 
for i in x: 
print(i,end=”,”) 

2 

Ans:  i, ,l,o,v,e, ,i,n,d,i,a,  

26 Evaluate the following expression: 
a. 15//3              b. 12%4          c. 2**4         d. 6/3 

2 

Ans.: a. 5   b.  0    c. 16     d. 2.0  
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27 Write a program to print factorial of given number. 2 

Ans:                  1. num = int(input("enter a number: ")) 

2. fact = 1. 

3. for i in range(1, num + 1): 

4. fact = fact * i. 

5. print("factorial of ", num, " is ", fact) 

 

 OR 
Write a program to print largest number in given three numbers. 

 

Ans:       n1= int(input("Enter first number")) 
               n2 = int(input("Enter second number")) 
               n3 = int(input("Enter third number")) 
               if(n1 >= n2) and (n1>=n3): 
                            Max = n1 
              elif (n2 >=n1) and (n2>= n3): 
                            Max = n2 
              else: 
                            Max = n3 
              print("largest no is:", Max) 

 

28 Find error in following code. Correct it and underline the corrections. 
x= int(“enter value”)) 
For i in range(0,11) 
    if x = i: 
        print(x+y) 
    else: 
        print(x-y) 

2 

Ans:    x= int(input(“enter value”)) 
for i in range(0,11): 
                  if x == i: 
print(x+y) 
else: 
print(x-y) 

 

29 Suppose there is a table named student with 4 rows and 5 columns. 2 more rows added and one 
column deleted from the table. What will be degree and cardinality of table student? 

2 

Ans: Degree: 4   Cardinality: 6  

30 Write following query in alternate way that will give same result. 
Select * from student where marks = 60 or marks = 80 or marks = 90 or marks = 100; 

2 

Ans: select * from student where marks in(60,80,90,100);  

31 Write any two advantages of SQL. 2 

Ans.: 2 Marks for any 2 correct advantages  

 OR 
What is difference between DDL and DML? 

 

Ans:      DDL DML  
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1. Data definition language 1. Data manipulation language 

2. These commands work on structure of 
table 

2.These commands work on the content 
of the table 

3. Example: Create, drop 3.insert, select 
 

32 Identify datatype of columns in following table: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 

Ans.: Name: char, Age : int/integer, Department: char, Dateofadm: date  

33 Write any two limitations of Manual File system. 2 

Ans.: (i) Data Redundancy:  Redundancy means same data are duplicated in different places (files). 
(ii) Data inconsistency: Data inconsistency occurs when same data maintained in different 

places do not match. 

 

SECTION II 

34 Write brief note on followings: 
a. Data capture     b. Data Storage          c. Data retrieval 

3 

Ans: a.Data capture: It Involves the process of gathering data from different sources in digital form.  
b.Data Storage: It is the process of storing the captured data for processing. 
c.Data Retrieval: It involves fetching the data from the storage devices for its processing as per 
user requirement. 

 

 OR 
Draw block diagram of Computer. 
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Ans:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

35 Write a Python program to find sum of all elements of a given list using for loop. 3 

Ans.:         
 

L=[ ] 
                 sum1=0 
                 n = int(input(“Enter the number of elements”)) 
                 for i in range(n): 
                        items = int(input(“Enter element”)) 
                        L.append(items) 
                        Sum1 = sum1+L[i]  
                 print(L) 
                 print(“Sum of all elements:”, sum1) 

 

 OR 
Write a program that takes a list ‘L’ as an argument, adds 5 in all odd values and 10 in all even 
values of the list L. Also display the list. 

 

Ans.: L = [10,20,3,100,65,87,2] 
          for i in range(len(L)): 
                      if L[i]%2==0: 
                           L[i]=L[i]+10 
                      else: 
                            L[i]=L[i]+5 
          print(L) 

 

36 Define below database concepts        

a. Tuple 
b. Data Redundancy 
c. DML Commands 

3 

Ans:  
 

a. A tuple is simply a row in a table 

b. Data redundancy occurs when the same piece of data exists in multiple places or Duplicate 

entries of the customer name is considered redundant data 

c. Data manipulation language (DML) statements add, change, and delete Database table 

data eg insert,delete,insert etc. 

 

37 Consider the following tables product and sales, identify the primary keys of both tables and 
foreign key. 

3 
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TABLE : SALES 

BILLNUMBER BILLDATE PRODUCTCODE QTY AMOUNT 

79 03/03/2020 P1101 3 124 

69 03/03/2020 K750 2 345 

86 03/03/2020 K750 1 343 

85 03/03/2020 P12 5 232 
 

Ans:  
 

Primary Keys: PRODUCTCODE IN PRODUCTS TABLE 
                                   BILLNUMBER IN SALES TABLE 
Foreign Keys: PRODUCTCODE IN SALES TABLE 

 

 SECTION III  

38 Create a dictionary named cities with following details: 
City names are keys:  Indore, Khandwa, Bhopal, Agra, Umaria 
Pincodes are values: 452001, 450001, 462001, 453115,453331 

2 

Ans.:   cities = {‘Indore’:452001,’Khandwa’:450001,’Bhopal’:462001,’Agra’:453115, ’Umaria’:453331}  

 On the basis of above created dictionary cities, answer following questions:  

(i) Remove Khandwa from dictionary Cities. 1 

Ans.:   cities.pop('Khandwa')  

(ii) Write code to check whether Agra is present in dictionary or not. 
 

1 

Ans.:          
 

if 'Agra' in cities: 
                         print("Agra is present in dictionary") 
                 else: 
                         print("Agra is not present in dictionary") 

 

(iii) Write code to display keys from dictionary. 1 

Ans.: print(cities.keys())  

39 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Write SQL queries for question from (i) to (iv) and output for SQL queries (v) and (vi), which are 
based on the table: KV given below: 

KVCode KVName StationCode Region Zone 

1603 Bharatpur 331 Jaipur West 

1595 Alwar 324 Jaipur West 

1596 Alwar Itarana 324 Jaipur West 

1019 Gandhidham IFFCO 11 Ahmedabad West 

1020 Gandhidham Railway 11 Ahmedabad West 

1769 Avadi AFS 584 Chennai South 

1702 Uri 390 Jammu North 

1296 Barnala AFS 172 Chandigarh North 

5 
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(i) Display the details of KVs whose StationCode between 300 and 500. (300 and 500 

exclusive) 
Ans.:    select * from KV where StationCode >300 and Statoncode<500; 
(ii) Display the details of KVs whose name ends with AFS. 
Ans:      select * from KV where KVName like “%AFS”; 
(iii) Print the details of KVs of Jaipur region. 
Ans.:     select * from KV where Region = ‘Jaipur’; 
(iv) Print the Stationcode and Region of KVs which are not situated in Ahmedabad region. 
Ans.:     select Stationcode from KV where not Region = ‘Ahmedabad’; 
(v) Display records of table in descending order of KVCode. 
Ans.:    select * from KV order by KVCode desc; 

 OR 
On the basis of following table product answer question (i) to (v). 

 
Table: PROUDCT 

 

PID  Productname   Manufacturer  Price 

TP01  Talcum Powder  LAK  40 

FW05  Face Wash  ABC  45 

BS01  Bath Soap  ABC  55 

SH06  Shampoo  XYZ  120 

FW12  Face Wash  XYZ  95 

 

(i) Display details of those products whose manufacturere is “ABC”. 
Ans.: select * from PRODUCT where manufacturer = ‘ABC’; 

(ii) Display details of Products whose price is in range of 50 to 100. 
Ans.: select * from PRODUCT where price between 50 and 100; 

(iii) Display Product Name and Price from table Product where product name 

starts 
                with “B”.  

                Ans.: select Productname, Price from PRODUCT where Productname 

like ‘B%’; 

(iv) Display records in descending order of price. 
Select * from PRODUCT order by price desc; 

(v) Display manufacturer names only once. 
Select distinct  Manufacturer from PRODUCT; 

 

40 Answer following questions:  

(i) What is AI ? Give any one example of it. 2 

Ans.:  
 

Artificial Intelligence refers to the stimulation of human intelligence in machines that are 
programmed to think like humans and mimic their acitons. 
Example: Siri, Google  now etc. 

 

(ii) What is Cloud Computing ? What are types of Cloud computing? 2 

Ans.: Cloud computing is the delivery of different services through the internet. These resources 
include tools and applications like data storage, servers, databases, networking and software. 
Types of Cloud Computing:  

1. IAAS (Infrastructure as a Service),  
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2. PAAS(Platform as a Service),  
3. SAAS(Software as a service) 

(iii) What is virtual reality? 1 

Ans.: Virtual Reality (VR) is a three-dimensional, computer-generated situation that simulates the real 
world. 

 


